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Frontiers of Geographic Information TechnologySpringer, 2006
Although designed primarily for desktop mapping and analysis, Geographic Information Systems have, for some years, been ‘coupled’ to other ‘allied’ technologies. This coupling or integration has occurred for some time due to the limitations in commercially available systems. It has occurred in several areas including...
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Online Learning Communities and Teacher Professional Development: Methods for Improved Education Delivery (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
In todays society, the professional development of teachers is urgent due to the constant change in working conditions and the impact that information and communication technologies have in teaching practices.
Online Learning Communities and Teacher Professional Development: Methods for Improved Education Delivery features...
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The Complete Guide to DAZ Studio 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your 3D characters to life with DAZ Studio


	Overview

	
		Learn to pose characters in a natural way with ease
	
		Apply morphs to create new characters with endless variations and discover how to use lighting effectively
	
		Covers DAWN: The new 3D figure on the block by Hivewire3D,...
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Polymorphism in Java: Methods and polymorphic algorithms applied to computer gamesIndependent Publishers Group, 2018

	The creation of polymorphic algorithms is a necessary skill for programmers who intend to write reusable code. This book stands out for teaching programming based on polymorphism. Abundant examples in Java code and illustrative graphics of the main ideas related to the topic: Polymorphism in Java. The book "Polymorphism in Java" aims...
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Civilization: A History of the World in 1000 ObjectsDK Adult, 2020

	
		Discover how humans created their world from the objects they left behind - from the US Constitution to the first iPhone - in DK's latest history book. 

		

		From the beginning of human history, the one thing that has defined us is our talent for making things, from basic technology and everyday objects, such...
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OpenVMS System Management Guide (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2003
OpenVMS System Management Guide, Second Edition, the most complete  book on the topic, details for system administrators the tools, technologies,  and techniques by which they can configure, maintain, and tune computers running  Hewlett-Packard’s high-performance OpenVMS operating system. Revised by a  topical authority and a...
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Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 EditionQue, 2009

	See it done. Do it yourself. It’s that Easy! Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 Edition  teaches you the fundamentals to help you get the most from your computer hardware and software. Fully illustrated steps with simple instructions guide you through each task, building the skills you need to perform the most common computer tasks....
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Boost C++ Application Development Cookbook - Second Edition: Recipes to simplify your application developmentPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to build applications faster and better by leveraging the real power of Boost and C++


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use the Boost libraries to simplify your application development
	
		Learn to develop high quality, fast and portable applications
	
		Learn the relations between...
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Professional Java EE Design PatternsWrox Press, 2015

	Master Java EE design pattern implementation to improve yourdesign skills and your application’s architecture


	Professional Java EE Design Patterns is the perfectcompanion for anyone who wants to work more effectively with JavaEE, and the only resource that covers both the theory andapplication of design patterns...
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The Leap of Your Life: How to Redefine Risk, Quit Waiting For 'Someday,' and Live BoldlyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		There’s a bold decision in your life you’ve been waiting to make, and every day passing by is a reminder of what hasn’t happened. Conveniently tucked in a box labeled ‘someday,’ the fear of the unknown has taken a grip on your life and put your dreams on hold.

	
		Until now.
...
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INSIDE 3DS MAX® 7New Riders Publishing, 2003
The world of 3D modeling and animation is a complex one. Lucky for you, with  Inside 3ds max 7, you get not just one instructor but a team of expert  developers and trainers who cover the newly revised program from every angle.  Using case studies to uncover real-word solutions as well as hands-on tutorials  to help you arrive at practical answers...
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Too Soon To Tell: Essays for the End of The Computer Revolution (Perspectives)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Based on author David A. Grier's column "In Our Time," which runs monthly in Computer magazine, Too Soon To Tell presents a collection of essays skillfully written about the computer age, an era that began February 1946. Examining ideas that are both contemporary and timeless, these chronological essays examine the revolutionary nature of...
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